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INTRODUCTION  



PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

With the advent of Information Technology and data explosion via technology integration in our daily lives, more 

data than ever before has become available, and many business; small or large; neither have the expertise nor 

capabilities to handle these goldmines of business resources. Analytics has evolved with technology, data size and 

variety and it has become quite hard for businesses to keep up. 

The solution to this problem emerged a few years back with the advent of Big Data Analytics and its efficient 

capabilities in generating business intelligence and delivering insight. But Big data analytics as it is used in 

business today is expensive, considerably high-tech and not easily implementable by organizations- especially 

small ones and start-ups1. 

Another key problem modern analytics pose is that of getting relevant data easily without having to go through the 

mass of useless data to extract what is needed. Data today is available in unprecedented amounts and unlimited 

sources ranging from customer data to social media data, traffic data, climate data, GPS data and what have you! 

The problem here is figuring out what data type(s) as well as from what source(s) best suits your business needs. 

Finally, it is more difficult than ever before to get quality data for business and the alternative (bad quality data) is 

injurious and expensive for businesses globally2,3. Currently, you can either employ business and market research 

                                                           
1 https://smallbiztrends.com/2017/01/big-data-and-small-business.html 
2 https://www.bluesheep.com/blog/what-is-the-cost-of-poor-quality-data-0 
3 https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-create-a-business-case-for-data-quality-improvement/ 

https://smallbiztrends.com/2017/01/big-data-and-small-business.html
https://www.bluesheep.com/blog/what-is-the-cost-of-poor-quality-data-0
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/how-to-create-a-business-case-for-data-quality-improvement/


consulting services (they cost a fortune) or deploy expensive IT solutions which are difficult to implement, 

maintain and sustain. 

Bizavest Analytics provides a workable solution to these problems by developing an Information System that 

collects valuable and tailored data for your business, delivering it at low cost to businesses thereby providing the 

needed capacity to create and run a sustainable and successful as well as competitive business. 

THE BIZAVEST SOLUTION 

 

Bizavest is a data analytics and business intelligence platform that allows business and startups get relevant and 

valuable information for business wherever they are with the ease of using a social network. As a result of the 

emerging decentralization paradigm and its growing followership, it is now possible to develop a community 

dedicated to valuable and providing data across a Blockchain. 

 

At the core of its functionality, Bizavest is merely an intelligence gathering and insight generating system that 

provides you with the most relevant information your business needs to grow into sustainability and success. It is 

designed to provide decision making and market driven information and services to small and large business.  

Bizavest will be highly secured and designed to generate genuine data ranging from climate data of a region to the 

number of individuals that is very likely to use your service and even the mood of a particular area as it relates to 

your product. The possibilities are endless! By using Bizavest, businesses save cost for surveys, polls, gathering of 

customers’ information and so many more helping your business grow all the way. 



VALUE PROPOSITION 

 

Bizavest aims at developing a data analytics and business intelligence platform design with the purpose of 

providing decision making and market driven information and services to small and large business. In terms of 

value, the Bizavest Analytics Platform provides: 

 

 Users: a source of income for carrying out basic to complex data entry tasks over a secure and privacy 

driven platform 

 

 Existing Businesses: A credible source of strategic and decision-making data geared at promoting business 

success and sustainability. 

 

 Start-ups: a less expensive solution to attaining enterprise-level capacity in terms of market research 

information and business intelligence. 

  



BENEFITS OF BIZAVEST ANALYTICS PLATFORM 
 

 High-speed 

Bizavest gives potential investors and business owners valuable insights and advice in quick-time. The result 

you need may be seconds away, minitues away or hours away. In comparision with the traditional method, it is 

a lot faster.  

 Low Fees 

High cost is a great disadvantage in the present system of analytics and Bizavest comes at a very low fee with a 

high quality of detailed analysis and advice. 

 High Level of Security 

With the high level of security possessed by Ethreum, you can be very certain that the privacy and security of 

your data is in safe hands. 

 Simplicity 

You do not need to be a data analyst to understand the result as the results are generated in consideration that 

the community is filled with different professionals and personality. 

 Suitable For One-Man Business and Low Capacity Start-Ups 

Bizavest brings the best available data and advices from experts to individuals and startups. It affords the micro-

scale businesses the tools to start up their businesses successfully with minimum risk of failure. It is low-cost 

(based on the wealth of information that will be acquired), reliable (solutions from experts who have been in the 



same business fields for years), uncomplicated (the result is made easy to understand) and fast (the results ae 

gotten really fast unlike the conventional method). 

 

  



 

BIZAVEST 

ANALYTICS 

PLATFORM  



SERVICE OVERVIEW 

Generally, the Bizavest Analytics Platform will be designed to serve three categories of users; 

 The Clients or Customers 

 The Community or Data Feeders 

 The Consultants or Experts 

 

The Clients or Customers 

This category of users include businesses, start-ups and individuals who require business related information like 

market research data, business intelligence reports, industry reports, feasibility reports, customer data etc. to start-

up a new business or develop an existing one.  

The clients will be required to;  

i. Register on the platform; 

ii. Request a service from an array of options provided to them 

iii. Describe their service and  

iv. Pay for it using Bizacoin Tokens. 

Once a client has successfully carried the first three of the above steps accurately, the Bizavest System as a whole 

will generate a service confirmation which will include important information like; 

 Duration till Service completion; 

 Nature and extent of service offering; 



 Forecasted data quality based on complexity of acquiring data; and 

 Terms, conditions and deliverables of service  

 Cost of the service in Bizacoin 

If the client is satisfied with the information provided by the system, he or she proceed to make payment in 

Bizacoin which is first held in escrow via smart contract. Once the system has confirmed the initial deposit of the 

payment, the platform gets to work to generate desired results in the time span previously stated. Generated results 

are then delivered to the client in whatever document format(s) he or she desires.  

The client then has to accept the result as satisfactory for escrow to be released to the system. Reports classed 

unsatisfactory will either be redone or disputed 

THE COMMUNITY (or ‘Data Feeders’) 

 Data Feeders will consist of regular internet users from all works of life around the world.  

 These individuals are the essentially the lifeblood of the system because of their role as the major source of 

primary data fed to the system. 

 Individuals will be required to register fully and thoroughly to contribute on the system 

 Feeders will be classified and assigned to different categories based on their profiles. One users will be able 

to belong to more than one category. 

 Feeders will be provided with data collection instruments or instructions by which they can submit required 

data on the system. 



 Feeders would be able to collect and enter different types of data based on what the system requires to meet 

a particular goal.  

 

For example, a feeder with the appropriate data collection instrument or tool should be 

able to collect various forms of data like; text, video, audio, photo images, climate data 

(e.g. temperature by connecting a digital thermometer or humidity via a hygrometer 

device), scientific data from microscopes, etc. 

 

 Feeders will be rewarded points or stakes for successfully and accurately feeding data to the system 

 Points will be exchangeable to Bizacoin at specific thresholds or payout rates 

THE CONSULTANTS OR EXPERTS 

 When data has been entered into Bizavest, the system performs the appropriate analytics procedure on it and 

generates results. Rather than send the results directly to the client who requested for the service, the system 

sends the results to another set of contributors; “The Consultants”.  

 The consultant is required to assess ad evaluate the data analysis results then use his or her expertise, 

knowledge and experience to come up with a report (as specified by the client). 

 The developed report is fed back into the system and sent to the client 

 

  



TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 

 

The entirety of the Bizavest Platform will be based on three different applications or technologies at full 

deployment. These technologies are being built in such a way that they function with each other integrally where 

one cannot perform its optimal function with the others and so on. What follows is a descriptive overview of the 

nature and functions of the core applications of Bizavest. 

SurvStream 

 SurvStream is a web/mobile application designed to interact with all three categories of users on the Bizavest 

Platform.  

 The core function of the SurvStream app is to collect and feed data/information to and from users of the 

Bizavest platforms based on their specific needs or roles 

 Imagine being able to get relevant, accurate and verifiable data directly from the people who you need it 

from without having to spend a great deal of money or having to go through many red tapes; this is what 

SurvStream will offer.  

Dacomian 

 Dacomian is an Artificial Intelligence machine with the core function of coordinating the collection and 

analyzing of data to and from the SurvStream interface. 

 The Dacomain will be made to function optimally through the use of an AI-Human driven system where 

analytics and insight generation is provided by AI and actual consulting is provided by human ‘experts’.  



 Imagine a decentralized system where regular Joes with years of experience (in say managing a restaurant!) 

can provide hands on expert advice on analyzed and simplified data.  

 

“For Jane who wants to start her own local flower shop in Miami, who better to get 

advice from than Jack who has been running a flower shop in New York for the last 

10 years!  All Jack needs is to see the figures and info (potential customers, supply 

chain information, rent prices etc.); which will be provided by the Bizavest Platform; 

and he becomes quite the expert consultant”. 

 

Dacomian is being developed with the capability to receive query information or service need from the client, 

selectively decide the nature of data collection (both data type and collection method) most appropriate to meet the 

need and analyze collected data. Finally, the system will also select appropriate consultants to ship the data to for 

completion. 

 

 

 

 



 

BIZACOIN 

TOKEN 

  



 

TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS 

Symbol: Bizc 

Platform Name: Bizavest Analytics 

Token Designation: Bizacoin 

Blockchain Platform: Ethereum 

Decimal places: 0 

Total supply: 100,000,000 (Limited Supply) 

Contract Address: 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x983f7cc12d0b5d512b0f91f51a4aa478

ac4def46 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x983f7cc12d0b5d512b0f91f51a4aa478ac4def46
https://etherscan.io/token/0x983f7cc12d0b5d512b0f91f51a4aa478ac4def46


OVERVIEW 

 Bizacoin is a standard ERC20 Token; a self-managing peer-to-peer data driven cryptocurrency built on the 

Ethereum Network; an open-source blockchain platform.  

 Bizacoin Token is an electronic currency similar to Ether in that it is a store of financial value.  

 The token will forms the backing for financial transactions for acquiring data and getting paid for providing 

data over the Bizavest Platform. Bizacoin is intended to have a one-time limited supply of 100,000,000 

Tokens. These tokens will form the basis of transaction on the Bizavest Platform. 

HOW DOES BIZACOIN WORK 

When a business or individual wishes to use any of the services offered on the Bizavest Analytics Platform, they 

would be required to pay using Bizacoin.  

The amount of Bizacoin to be paid by an individual will be determined by three (3) key factors: 

 Nature of Service/Task they wish to be carried out by the Platform 

 Value of Bizavest in Fiat as of the time of the Transaction 

 Ease of Acquiring Bizavest as a result of circulating supply 

On the other end, consultants and data feeders will also be required to cash out their earnings in Bizacoin before 

they can convert them to fiat! The model for earning we intend to implement is such that a user who has completed 

a task successfully, and the task has been approved will be awarded points/stakes on their accounts. Stakes will be 

equated to specific amount of Bizacoin Tokens which will also be dependent on the above conditions. 



TOKEN ECONOMICS 

TOTAL SUPPLY = 100,000,000 BIZC 

 

45%

10%

10%

35%

Proposed Dispensation of ICO Funds

ICO and Pre-sale Bounties

Airdrops Reserve



 Bizacoin has a total supply of 100,000,000 Tokens 

 Based on projection, 45,000,000 Bizacoin Tokens (45% of total supply) would be used to generate funds for 

service development at pre-sale and ICO respectively 

 Also, 10,000,000 Bizacoin Tokens (10% of total supply) have been set aside for bounties and community 

promotion bonuses across a period of 2-3 years 

 Furthermore, another 10,000,000 Bizacoin Tokens (10% of total supply) has been further set aside for 

various planned airdrop events  

 Finally, the remaining 35,000,000 Bizacoin Tokens (35% of Total supply) would be kept in reserve by 

development team and the Bizavest company for gradual release over a course of 3-5 years depending on 

market factors. 

 

 



 

INITIAL COIN 

OFFERING 

  



ICO  

Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is the way in which Bizavest hopes to fund key activities which includes:  

 Platform Development 

 Partnerships and Third-party Agreements 

 Branding and Marketing Campaigns 

 

For the ICO exercise, only 41.5% (41,500,000 Bizcoin tokens) will be released into circulation for the first two 

years of system deployment. This is to create a value system for the token.  

ICO SCHEDULE 

ICO commencement date has been scheduled for Monday, February 19, 2018. The ICO will run for a period of 8 

weeks and be terminated on March 18, 2018 provided the set hard cap has not been met before time. 

ICO STRATEGY AND PROCEEDURE 

In order to conduct a successful ICO, we have developed the following strategy in launching our ICO 

 We will use at least one or more ICO rating/review services to carry out an evaluation on the ICO pre-

launch. 

 We will use an ICO listing service to publicize the ICO at least 7 days before launch 

 We will run the ICO on multiple platforms including professional ICO platforms and on our personal 

channels. 



 A pre-audited and professionally-evaluated ICO Smart contract code will be made available for review by 

potential investors and other stakeholders.  

 We will carry run a comprehensive marketing campaign for the ICO 

ICO PRICE SCHEDULE AND CAPS 

 The soft cap for the ICO will be set at 500 ETH 

 Hard cap will be set at 50,000 ETH 

 If Soft cap is not reached by the end of the ICO period, all investments will automatically be returned to 

investors as written in the ICO Smart Contract. 

 If Soft cap is reached and not the Hard cap, 50% of the unsold tokens will be distributed proportionally to 

investment size amongst all ICO investors, 50% will be burned. 

In a bid to encourage early investment and also create systematic value for the Bizacoin Token, a 3-phase pricing 

system will be used.  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

PHASE 1: 1000 Bizc = 0.05 ETH (Volume cap = 10,000,000 Bizc [500 ETH Cap]) 

PHASE 2: 1000 Bizc = 0.25 ETH (Volume cap = 15,000,000 Bizc [3750 ETH Cap]) 

PHASE 3: 1000 Bizc = 0.50 ETH (Volume cap = 21,500,000 Bizc [10,750 ETH Cap]) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bonuses for top investors will be announced at the start of the ICO 



HOW FUNDS FROM ICO WILL BE SPENT 

Proceeds from ICO will be spent thus: 

 

55%

10%

35%

Proposed Dispensation of ICO Funds

Development Partnerships Marketing



>Platform Development (55% of ICO Proceeds) 

This aspect can be sub-divided into the following: 

 Core Team Members Enumerations (15%) 

 Hired Employees, consultants and Freelancers (5%) 

 Core Development Costs (20%) 

 User testing and Deployment costs (5%)  

 Future development and Maintenance (10%) 

 

>Partnerships and Third-party Agreements (10% of ICO Proceeds) 

We intend to enter partnerships and/or third-party agreements with: 

 Top Big Data analytics companies (e.g. IBM, Oracle etc) 

 Social media platforms (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) for social analytics 

 Top Data Mining and repositories (Google) 

 

>Branding and Marketing Campaigns (35% of ICO Proceeds) 

In this category of expenses we will be carrying out very extensive marketing campaign to ensure we grow the 

Bizavest community to at least 1 million users by the end of the first year of launch. 

  



 

 

 

 

ROAD MAP  
 

 

  



2017  

November.    Announment/Launch  

   Token Generation Event 

December      Community Building 

 

2018 

January Website Launch 

  Pre-Sale 

  Whitepaper Release 

February Main ICO Event 

Listing Bizacoin on exchanges 

April  Prototype Launch 

May-  BETA Testing 

December Blockchain development  

2019 

Quarter 1 Third-party Integrations and Partnership Agreement 

Quarter 2 Final User Testing 

Quarter3 Full Service Launch  



Website: www.bizavest.info 

Email: info@bizavest.com 

             bizavest@gmail.com 

Telegram Group chat: https://t.me/bizavest 

Telegram News Channel: https://t.me/bizacoin  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Bizacoin 

Facebook: https://web.facebook.com/bizacoin/ 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/Bizacoin/ 

BitcoinTalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2490619.0  

 

http://www.bizavest.info/
mailto:info@bizavest.com
mailto:bizavest@gmail.com
https://t.me/bizavest
https://t.me/bizacoin
https://twitter.com/Bizacoin
https://web.facebook.com/bizacoin/
https://www.reddit.com/user/Bizacoin/
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2490619.0

